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Engineering moves faster with specialized developers
Choose a technology, hire a vetted remote developer, and speed up engineering delivery—on demand.
hire developers
schedule a call

Looking for remote jobs? Apply to join G2i.
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MID-TO-SENIOR


Zak spent several years leading a full-stack web development team, and now specializes in helping others build and maintain React and Node.js applications.
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MID-TO-SENIOR


Fernando has 6+ years of experience with a particular focus in React and Node in the last 4 years. His work has taken him to the Brazilian Space Agency, Medialab, and multiple startups.



















what we do best
G2i matches engineering teams with remote developers they can trust
Technology leaders rely on G2i to hire freelance contractors, find full-time employees, and build entire teams.

For companies
Hire vetted specialists for every technology in your stack
	AI-resistant assessments for in-demand skills
	Engineer-conducted technical interviews
	Standard rubrics that keep talent quality high
	Transparent vetting results to aid hiring decisions

learn how it works
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For hiring managers
Save time, reduce your workload, and mitigate risks
	View Recommended Profiles in 72 hours
	White-glove recruiting and support
	1-week no-risk trial with replacement guarantee
	G2i insured Work Product with every project

more on why G2i








For Software DEVELOPERS
Find impactful work and live a healthier work life
	100% Remote projects with vetted clients
	Fair, respectful assessments to showcase your skills
	Vibrant community for networking and mentorship
	Exclusive access to Developer Health resources

g2i for developers
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3-6 Months | Remote


Realistic budget
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Realistic timelines
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Defined scope
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Communication
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Work-life balance
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6 months | Remote
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[image: red icon]Over 180 startups, scale-ups and enterprises hire with G2i

CASSANDRA KNIGHT

Vanco Payments



'WE’VE HAD A FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE WORKING WITH G2I. THEIR DEVELOPERS ARE EXCEPTIONALLY TALENTED AND BRING A PASSION FOR QUALITY. OUR PRODUCT IS BETTER AS A RESULT. WE LOOK FORWARD TO CONTINUING OUR PARTNERSHIP WITH G2I.'

KYLIE HURST

Fullscript
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'G2i has helped us deliver multiple exceptional apps on time and on budget. Their extensive screening and testing process ensured all Developers who came onboard were skilled and had the right experience to get up to speed quickly and provide quality work.'

JASON SMYTH

You.i TV by WarnerMedia



'I USED TO OVERSEE 1000S OF PARTNERS FOR IBM AND I HAVE NEVER SEEN VETTING AS GOOD AS G2I'S WHEN IT COMES TO CONSISTENCY. THE OTHER COMPANIES JUST COULDN'T FIGURE IT OUT.'




[image: icons]Our secret sauce? Developers vetted across 48 skills and technologies

We separate generalists from true specialists using skill-specific assessments that mirror challenges on the job

Fullstack Developer
Front-end Developer
Back-end Developer
Mobile Developer
DevOps Engineer
QA Engineer
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Your questions, answered
We tried to cover your burning questions here but if we've missed something, just drop us a note.
ask a question

How long does it usually take to get a developer working through G2i?
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A few factors can affect the process length, but generally it takes four to seven days to start working with your developer once you've selected the right person.



Are you a staffing agency? A dev shop?
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Neither. G2i is an online marketplace where companies and software developers find each other. Engineers who are hired through G2i report directly to the companies (in the case of full-time employees) or are independent contractors. 

But unlike most talent marketplaces, we have dedicated technical recruiters and have invested heavily on developing our own vetting process. We don't just let any developer join G2i. We've chosen to curate users in order to maintain quality and and build trust with both sides of the marketplace.

Functionally, our platform executes contracts, handles payments, manages international compliance regulations while our team provides support to all users.



What technical roles can G2i help me hire?
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We evaluate role-based technical skills for the following:

	Full-stack Developer


	Front-end Developer


	Back-end Developer


	DevOps Engineer


	Mobile Developer


	Web Developer


	Software Engineer


	QA Engineer


	and many more...





Why do companies hire engineers through G2i instead of directly?
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Each company is different but the top reasons are:

	They only need a developer for a specific or time-limited project. Typically, they want to hire the same developer repeatedly for short bursts without having to offer full-time employment.


	A hiring freeze prevents them from offering full-time employment but they have budget to spend on project costs, including temporary resources. This means no extra costs spent on benefits, taxes, and insurances.


	They want to hire a remote developer but are unable to handle international payments, local compliance, employment taxes, and insurances on their own. This is especially harder if you're hiring digital nomads.


	...and our favorite (looking at you, Enterprise customers): They want to hire a freelancer but their HR, Legal and Payroll teams are not geared to handle the bureaucracy and administration associated with hiring independent contractors, much less for short periods of time. It's simpler to work with a company like G2i under a single Service Agreement, NDAs, simplified payments, professional insurance and reliable customer support.





What happens if we hire but it doesn’t work out?
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We understand the risks, which is why we have a one-week trial period to help mitigate it. If a developer doesn't meet your standards during the trial, we won't charge you. We'll then find a replacement to ensure your project is still completed with minimal disruption.



Is my company's intellectual property protected?
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When you work with G2i, you enter into an agreement that protects your company's confidentiality and Intellectual Property automatically. It grants you all rights to the "Work Product" produced by any G2i developer during the course of their engagement with you. On top of that, we're happy to sign additional NDAs before you share any sensitive information or project details.






What are you waiting for?

Behind every successful product is an effective engineering team, 
build yours with vetted specialists.
hire developers
schedule a call
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